This paper describes design and implementation of android application based bluetooth toy car. In this work android mobile platform is used for controlling toy car. Android application provides graphical user interface to the user. The toy car is composed of three DC motor with gear, bluetooth module, microcontroller unit, H-bridge and LCD display. Two motors are used for controlling speed and direction of toy car and one motor is used for general purpose. Bluetooth module accepts control signals from android mobile and sends data to the microcontroller unit. Microcontroller unit processes the received data and generates control signal for DC motor and LCD. Keil software is used for microcontroller programming and android application is developed with Eclipse and android SDK.
INTRODUCTION
Android is a Linux based open source development platform for creating mobile applications. In this project android v4.0 is used for creating application for directing toy car's motion. It provides a low level interface with hardware all enhanced for touch screen mobiles [9] . Android SDK is used to build android application, with related tools, plug-ins and documentation. Its development environment has libraries for using Bluetooth for peer to peer data transfer. Android bluetooth stack is known as bluez and supports RFCOMM. Android application accesses bluetooth utility of Android mobile through bluetooth APIs Android.bluetooth. With bluetooth APIs, application search for and connect to, other bluetooth device within range. By originating a communication link with bluetooth socket, data streams are transmitted and received between two devices [10] . Serial communication between bluetooth module and microcontroller is carried out by means of in built UART of microcontroller. Command is handled by microcontroller unit through software for controlling DC motor. IC chip known as H-Bridge is meant for bidirectional control of DC motor.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The block diagram of system is shown in figure 1 . Microcontroller Atmel 89S52 is core control module of toy car which operates on 5V power supply. It is 8 bit microcontroller. AT89S52 is selected because it is very cheap, easily available and consumes less power. DC motor with gear is chose because its working life is greater than simple DC motor. As it is simple prototype so these specification are satisfactory. 
ANDROID APPLICATION
Android is an open source mobile application development platform where as Windows mobile and Apple's iPhone applications are built on proprietary operating systems that prioritize native application [10] . Android applications are easy to develop and distribute. These days' low cost android mobiles are available in market. These services are inspiring developer to develop application for android.GUI of application is shown in Figure 3 .It comprises of five buttons for all directions and one for stop. After scanning Android Application sends pass code of bluetooth module which is "0000". A RFCOMM channel is established between Android mobile Bluetooth and Bluetooth module. Application is connected to Bluetooth of toy car is shown in Figure 5 . RFCOMM supports RS232 serial communication. Figure 6 shows the DC motor driving methodology. 
DC MOTOR DRIVING METHODOLOGY

RESULTS
This paper present a smart toy car motion based on android application, AT89S52 microcontroller and wireless tools. The Toy car is positioned on ground where moving features are tested. By clicking on direction buttons corresponding to four directions, toy car moves rapidly. GUI of application consists of five buttons. Four buttons designed for all directions forward, backward, left, right and one to stop car. The system made full use of internal properties of AT89S52, reduced hardware size and cost.
FUTURE SCOPE
The car model used in this project is very simple prototype and need to be further developed. Some features can be added to this prototype such as voice recognition sensor, obstacle sensor, gas sensor and ultrasonic sensor etc so that it can be used in various applications. Application developed for this project has one way communication. So it can be further developed for two way communication so that toy car can also send data or various sensors output to android mobile.
